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 iphone can i change the download button on my iphone into the browse button? !patience | tgm4883 tgm4883: Don't feel
ignored and repeat your question quickly; if nobody knows your answer, nobody will answer you. While you wait, try searching
or or Why do I get an error in vi when I try to run vi file.txt? When I type I get the right keyboard. But when I hit space or any
other key, it types the same output as if I had pressed the key. ganeshran: man vi what version of vi are you running and what is

the error you are getting? Is there a way to solve this problem? hi how do i become part of ubuntu developer tahdoow: You
should use vim or emacs if you want proper vi functionality. theadmin: hm, just doing the slightest search it doesn't appear that
way. Good to know. tahdoow: Just install vim-full, all functionality you're looking for is included. tahdoow: (Though, not sure
what you'd use it for, that is) tahdoow: Vi/Vim is just a program. You can call it from the shell or use it from a normal editor
like gedit theadmin: thanks. theadmin: I'm actually writing a python script with the vi api, so that's why I'm curious. tahdoow:

Ah... You could do that using Python, too ganeshran: what is it you're trying to do? I want to write a python script which should
edit a file. I am using vi and when I press i, it opens an editor but when I press Esc, it says vi has stopped working. I am using

'vim.tiny' 82157476af
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